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EDITORIAL

As we prepare to jet off to SXSW, issue 19 is a bit of a quick one. Don’t worry,
the art and style spread are still there is full working order, and we’ve also got
a bumper music section this issue, but we haven’t had a chance to catch as
many films so the review section is looking a little light.

CONTRIBUTOR
OF THE MONTH

Never fear, however, as our cover story will take up a fair chunk of your time.
Since we first featured them many issues ago, Delta Spirit have grown and
grown, appearing on TV shows across the UK and now looking forward to
releasing their debut album ‘Ode To Sunshine’ in the UK. At long last making
their debut on our cover, we chat to the band about making ends meet as
an upcoming indie band and their now celebrated success before taking a
break to make their next album. Elsewhere in our music section we also interview much-touted breakthrough band Three Trapped Tigers and try to get
to the bottom of their wide-ranging influences and review the latest albums
including Yeah Yeah Yeahs’ new record ‘It’s Blitz!’ Bat For Lashes, Filthy Dukes
and Peter Doherty.
From the silver screen we peruse the latest releases including Lesbian Vampire Killers, Duplicity and Paul Blart: Mall Cop, and give away copies of Body
Of Lies on DVD.
The first of several collaboration, Reno Ranger takes
charge behind the camera for this month’s stye
spread. The talented German photographer will be
shooting our next few style features, this month,
bringing in the summer and how to look cool on
the track and field.

Despite no formal training
in photography, after being given a camera on his
eleventh birthday, Hamburgbased Reno Ranger soon
developed a passion for the
taking pictures that he has
been doing so ever since.
Soon organising his own
shoots and overseeing some
of the most stunning spreads
you’ll ever stumble upon,
Reno will be shooting the
fashion spreads for our next
handful of issues, and we
couldn’t be more delighted
to leave the photography in
his hands.

Finally our art spread comes from Agata Nowicka
who’s simple but effective digital illustrations have
seen her work feature across the online design
blogs. Both creating her own original ideas and
drawing famous movie stars of the past, Agata
is heading places with her fresh design flair.
Enjoy the issue.
Sam Bathe
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LETTERS@FANTHEFIREMAGAZINE.COM
but Dawn Of The Dead was racey if
missable and his self-declared fanboy status was ultimately certian to
create a Watchmen film more the
novel in action, rather than a film in
its own right. At least though Snyder
has a few original works in planning
so we’ll see how he works without a
reference material to copy.
John Rogen, via email

LONG BEACH SOUND
The unrelenting depth of the Long
Beach music scene is remarkable.
I’m delighted you pointed me in the
direction of Deep Sea Diver, and
the musical talents of Jessica Dobson. After Cold War Kids, We Barbarians and a handful of other great
bands you have pointed me in the
direction of, my first point of call for
finding upcoming act, might just be
the Los Angeles township.
Jamie Yuvdrove, via email

Though it was very much flawed we
did get a slight kick out of Watchmen. We’d have much rather,
however, seen Terry Gilliam or Paul
Greengrass works on a multi-part
series.

ENGLISH HAUNTS

Sure, the graphic novel is one of
the most celebrated literary works
of all time, but after the film turned
out to be such a great let down,
I’m starting to wonder why it was so
hyped up in the first place. I’ll admit
that Snyder did a good job on 300,
if it is thoroughly one dimensionable

CARTOON TREATS
It’s great to see illustration getting a
fair few spreads in your art sections.
In a world of 3-D animation and
digital design, the glorious works
of artists the world over are often
forgotten. I’d love to see a few
painters and photographers in the
future of course, but with work such
as Cale Atkinson’s, you’ll struggle to
find much better out there.
Marshall Summers, via email
We’ve got a great digital artist this
issue and a long line of talented
individuals for the future, so keep
coming back..

If we could pack up and move to
Long Beach tomorrow, we would.

WATCHWHO?

LETTERS

On a recent trip to the UK I managed to catch Hush, and put it this
way, if it doesn’t get a distribtuion
deal in America, I’ll personally
finance a few screenings. It’s been
a long while since I saw a horror/
thriller with such grit and tension,
without relying on endless gore and
torture. It’s sad it didn’t do better in
the UK box office but made for such
a small budget, I’m sure the filmmakers have made their made their
investments back.
Andy Robinson, via email
Don’t worry, even if the UK public
didn’t flock out to see Hush in cinemas, it’ll be a favourite as soon as
it reaches DVD.

IN THE MOOD FOR SUMMER
After Jaime Martinez’s style spread
last issue, I’m fully in the mood for
summer, and with the sun at last
breaking through the clouds, we
can throw away those jackets and
get out the bikinis.
Emma Gryser, via email

OUR OTHER SITES...
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THE THEME PARK RIDE THAT JUST
MIGHT KILL YOU
When the first Saw film was released five
years ago, even producer Mark Burg
would have said you were crazy if you
had foretold an array of sequels and
now a theme park ride. It has been a
crazy few years for the Saw team, developing what was an excellent idea into a
franchise that has made over $550m at
the box office and almost 24m copies on
DVD.
Now open at Thorpe Park, just outside London, Saw - The Ride, hopes to
capture the intensity and horror of the
thrilling series, and it’s a moment Burg
never expected; “I didn’t think we’d
reach Saw 3, Saw 4, Saw 5, but to have
a theme park ride built after the series
just takes it to a new level”. Given the
inspiration behind Saw, however, for the
series to move out of the film spectre isn’t
all too surprising.
The trademark of the Saw films is undoubtedly the traps used in the deadly
games, and this remains one of the most
entertaining parts of the franchise. “It’s
kind of sick I guess,” jokes Burg, “but
we have a lot of fun coming up with
the traps used in the films. We normally
go on the internet and start looking for
methods of torture and research on serial killers, that gets a few ideas flowing
but as we realise things have been done
before, it’s getting harder and harder as
the movies continue.”
While Burg and co. keep up their efforts, the Saw series will continue going
on strong. “We have an outline and a
great script for 6, and we kind of have
in our mind where it’s going to go for 7,”
explains Burg, but he doesn’t want to out
live his welcome with the films, “we’re
on the internet all the time and we look
at the message boards and if and when
people stop going to the movies that’s
when we’ll stop. I don’t want to be the
producer who’s made one too many
movies.” But as there’ll always be horror
fans, and if the Saw team can keep up
the imagination, don’t be surprised to
see Saw 10 a few years down the line.
SAW 5 IS OUT NOW ON DVD AND BLURAY AND SAW - THE RIDE IS NOW OPEN
AT THORPE PARK.
APRIL 2009 FAN THE FIRE 7

MUSIC

WE TOLD
YOU SO
AFTER TOUTING THEM AS FUTURE STARS TWO YEARS AGO, TODAY
DELTA SPIRIT LIE ON THE VERGE OF WIDESPREAD SUCCESS AFTER
A BREATHTAKING DEBUT ALBUM AND SIMMERING LIVE SHOWS

WORDS SAM BATHE PHOTOGRAPHY RYAN ROCO
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INTERVIEW

H

aving first talked up Delta Spirit way back in
issue 6, May 2007, though we were sure the
band had the talent to drive onto mainstream success, realising potential can be
one of the hardest things in the music industry. But as
SXSW approaches and the now LA-based quintet are
one of the biggest bands on the bill with performances
on Jimmy Kimmel Live! and Late Night with Conan
O’Brien in their back pocked and a major label released album on the shelves, to say the band’s early
promise has been realised would be entirely justified.
After selling out shows nationwide across America, their
home nation has been sweetly singing along to their
folk rock melodies since debut album ‘Ode To Sun-

shine’ was released on Rounder last summer, the next
step is to branch out across the globe.
Recently returning from a hugely successful UK and
European tour that included a Radio 1 session and
crowd conquering performance at Koko for Club NME,
the somewhat brief spell of dates was started in auspicious style. Taking to the stage but a couple of hours
after touching down in London, a packed crowd took
in Delta Spirit’s first fling with the British shores. Powering through the jetlag, as bassist Jon Jameson explains,
the band’s gig at Water Rats turned out to be a great
success; “we didn't know what to expect and it ended
up being such an unexpected surprise and a lovely
welcome.”

➸
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INTERVIEW

Touring then in support of single ‘Trashcan’,
Delta Spirit’s debut album will be release
in the UK by Universal off-shoot Decca, in
collaboration with US label Rounder. The 11
song LP recorded in a wooden cabin-comerecording studio in the Julian mountains,
California, will boast new cover art for the
Euro release. While multi-instrumentalist Kelly
Winrich’s uncle will remain on the vinyl edition, the CD now boasts a hilarious photo of
Jameson’s dad on the back of a power boat.
“The whole booklet is full of some pretty incredible shots of our dads; that alone is worth
the purchase price,” Jon jokes, though in all
seriousness, Delta Spirit have got their packaging down to a tee.

W

ith ‘Ode To Sunshine’ due
out in the UK on March 23rd,
the band will be returning to
Europe for a more extensive
tour late March/early May, in what is shaping
up to be an exciting year for the band.

➸
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INTERVIEW
After two years of solid touring on material from
‘Ode To Sunshine’ when they return from foreign
seas, Jameson and co. will at last have a little time
off and be able to turn their attention to their new
material. “I am so excited to make a new album.
The songs are coming out great, we really just
haven't had that much time to all get together
and really lock down what we are doing, though
all the ideas are really inspiring”, Jon reveals, “I
think it will be both louder and quieter than the last
album but that is our main priority when we get
back from Europe. That and sleep.”

T

hose new songs premiered on tour so
far are sounding right up to the mark set
by ‘Ode To Sunshine’, in particular the
pounding ‘Bushwick Blues’ boasting another trademark screaming ‘aaaaah’ from rhythm
guitarist and vocalist Matt Vasquez.
We said it first time around, and we meant every
word, the sky is the limit for these boys. If they can
keep doing what they’re doing, and we’re sure
they will, album number 2 is going to be bigger
and better than breathtaking debut ‘Ode To Sunshine’. And in the meantime, try not to wear out
your current CD.
DELTA SPIRIT’S DEBUT ALBUM ‘ODE TO SUNSHINE’ IS
RELEASED ACROSS THE UK ON DECCA ON MARCH
23RD, AND OUT NOW IN AMERICA ON ROUNDER.
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INTERVIEW
“BATTLES ARE OUT TO WRITE GUITAR MUSIC YOU CAN
DANCE TO, WHICH WE DON’T DO, THOUGH THAT’S NOT
TO SAY THEY HAVEN’T DONE US A HUGE FAVOUR BY
MAKING THAT KIND OF MUSIC FASHIONABLE AGAIN.”
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BIG CAT
DIARY

INTERVIEW

GIVING INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC A GOOD NAME
ONCE MORE, THREE TRAPPED TIGERS ARE LEADING
THE BREAK-OUT OF INDIE CREATIVITY

WORDS SAM BATHE PHOTOGRAPHY LUCY BRIDGER

Already creating big waves as a support act for the likes of Crystal Antlers,
So So Modern and Man Man, Three
Trapped Tigers have been slowly building a name for themselves with their
exuberant live prog-piano-rock performances, but it was all almost very
different for pianist and infrequent
vocalist Tom Rogerson.
Starting out playing indie singer-songwriter and improv. music around London, Tom met Matt Calvert and the
pair formed an electro-improv. band;
Three Trapped Tigers built from there.
“After a few gigs I wanted to start doing some material properly, making it
harder and faster. Matt was living with
Adam Betts at the time and having
played together in different bands
for about 5 years, he was the obvious
choice for drums,” Tom explains, and
the line-up was complete.
Adam had played in hard rock bands
in his younger years, now into metal
and funk, Matt’s musical taste is driven
by US guitar rock, funk, hip-hop and
European electronic improv. while
Tom throws classical influences into
the band before his recent improvisation and jazz preferences, so it’s easy
to see where Three Trapped Tigers get
there very diverse sound. While you
might never imagine their different influences coming together, bonded by
a love of the Warp crowd when the
three of them started making music
together they simply clicked.
As Tom then sat down to write their
first material, the idea came to go
down the Squarepusher route, removing some of the dance beats of
Squarepusher and instead adding

more of a rock and hardcore sound.
Frequently likened to math rock band
Battles, and on some levels for good
reason, Rogerson however, given their
softer guitar and central piano, feels
closer to bands like Sigur Ross; “Battles
are out to write guitar music you can
dance to, which we don’t do, though
that’s not to say they haven’t done us
a huge favour by making that kind of
music fashionable again.”
Three Trapped Tigers have though
followed some of Battles minimal
standards. Naming their tracks with
simply numbers hoping to drive listeners straight to the music without the
confusion of bizarre track names, their
first EP is instrumental with move vocals
coming into their newer songs, but
not in the sense you’d expect from
a band. “I think of the voice as an
instrument, which is going to be more
rewarding for the time being,” Tom
reveals, so expect something reminiscent of the bellowing vocal noises
that set White Denim’s live performances alive.
With recording set for May, Three
Trapped Tigers next EP should be
ready for the summer, but you’ll have
the chance to catch them live long
before then. Starting now to move out
of London with club shows across the
country, they’re setting off into the
constant slog that seems necessary for
any upcoming band if they want to
make it big, though given their early
track record, it won’t be long before
the effort pays off.
THREE TRAPPED TIGERS’ SELF-TITLED
DEBUT EP IS OUT NOW ON BLOOD AND
BISCUITS.
APRIL 2009 FAN THE FIRE 19

ALBUM REVIEWS

PETER DOHERTY

DELTA SPIRIT

‘GRACE/WASTELANDS’

‘ODE TO SUNSHINE’

After spending years wasting his undeniable talent
on countless drug binges,
Pete Doherty adds an ‘r’
to his name and turns his
solo attention to folk. Not
for all fans of Babyshambles but the eclectic LP
is a huge step up in the
maturity of his music.

Delta Spirit’s�����������
hugely accessible folk rock is a
joy to behold and even
after a hundred plays, will
sound just as good as the
first time on your stereo.
Expect a big reaction to
‘Ode To Sunshine’, even
if it takes a while for the
word to spread.

★★★★★

★★★★★

BAT FOR LASHES
‘TWO SUNS’
(PARLOPHONE)

NLF3

After debut LP ‘Fur And
Gold’ garnered such
great acclaim, Bat For
Lashes’ follow-up would
always have been a
difficult task. ‘Two Suns’,
however, plays effortlessly
and feels grander as a
whole, Natasha Khan can
be proud of her work on a
very complete record.

Pulling off an almost entirely instrumental album
is a feat not many bands
have the ambition or
mere forsight to attempt
but starting with a bang
on ‘Several Kinds’ NLF3’s
latest album is reminiscent
of The Spinto band, livened up and more complex in production.

★★★★★

★★★★★

(EMI)
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REVI

(DECCA)

‘RIDE ON A BRAND NEW TIME’

(MUTANTE)

YEAH YEAH YEAHS
‘IT’S BLITZ!’
(POLYDOR)
After leaking online late February, Yeah Yeah Yeahs’ long
awaited return was brought
forward a month for a digital release, and a couple of
weeks in stores, but whatever
the reason, after a three year
wait, fans were just delighted
to have new materical from Karen O and co. as
soon as possible.
After a much reported new direction, your first
listen of ‘It’s Blitz!’ will bring a sigh of relief. Yeah

LIVE REVIEWS

IEWS

FILTHY DUKES
‘NONSENSE IN THE DARK’

(POLYDOR)

Filthy Dukes’ long awaited
electro-synth debut is a
breath of fresh air, effortlessly danceable until the
last beat, it is no surprise
the duo have garnered
a strong fan base in their
3 years together, expect
them to follow in the steps
of friends Late Of The Pier.

★★★★★

Yeah Yeahs have turned art-disco,
largely ditching the guitars so prominent in ‘Show Your Bones’, instead
plying their sound with synths.
From opener and lead single ‘Zero’
you can tell the three-piece feel right
at home in their new setting and coproduced by Dave Sitek, ‘It’s Blitz’ is
just the record you have hoped Yeah
Yeah Yeahs would have made had
they turned towards electro.
Based by a baseline often reminiscent
of The Kills, the synths are unrelenting, filling the gaps in between Karen
O’s powerful voice and sharp lyrics.
‘Heads Will Roll’ instantly feels like a

classic and will go down as one of
the band’s very best tracks but down
to the racey ‘Dull Life’ and the slower
‘Skeletons’, ‘It’s Blitz!’ is a hugely accomplished album.

GOMEZ
‘A NEW TIDE’
(EAT SLEEP)

As you’d expect, there’s raw feeling
invested in ‘It’s Blitz!’ and it feels like
Karen O feels deeply for every word,
paying dividends for finished album.

Making bigger strides in
the US after their early
Mercury Prize nomination,
Gomez’s sixth album is
another set-piece of expansive indie-rock, though
stumbles into mediocrity
at several points throughout ‘A New Tide’, but on a
whole, long term fans will
remain happy.

★★★★★

★★★★★

Yeah Yeah Yeahs haven’t completely
redefined electro and new wave, but
after Klaxons’ takeover of the genre
a couple of years ago, they have at
least set the new direction.

APRIL 2009 FAN THE FIRE 21

REVIEWS
FILM
LESBIAN VAMPIRE
KILLERS
Directed by: Phil Claydon Starring: James Corden, Mathew Horne, Paul
McGann, MyAnna Buring, Silvia Colloca & Lucy Gaskell
Studio: AV Pictures Distributor: Momentum Pictures
Release: March 20 (UK) TBC (USA)

With such a high concept title as is Lesbian Vampire Killers,
you won’t be surprised to hear James Corden and Mathew
Horne’s cinematic breakthough is aimed more than primarily at the male audience.
Retelling the story of an ancient curse laid upon a remote
Welsh town, for the introductory 5 minutes, Lesbian Vampire Killers sees mostly naked young women lustfully biting
into each other as the town’s female population are left
destined to transform into bloodsuckers on their 18th birthday.
With Fletch (Corden) fired from his job and Jimmy (Horne)
cast aside by perennial dumper Judy (Gaskell), the hapless, and cashless, pair go on the only break they can afford; hiking. By chance choosing to visit from the same rural
town struck down by the ancient lesbian vampire curse.
Crossing paths with a camper van of scantily clad Scandinavian students, the pair’s dreams suddenly become
a nightmare as they’re forced to fight off a bloodsucking
onslaught and dispel the town of its curse for good.
After the ludicrous opening scenes, it’s difficult to ever really take Lesbian Vampire Killers seriously and though for a
silly horror-comedy this doesn’t always prove detrimental,
for a film that will always be compared with Simon Pegg
and Nick Frost’s Shaun of the Dead, before the action
even really kicks off, you’ll be finding niggles.
Lesbian Vampire Killers lacks the subtlety in its narration to
mask the underdeveloped story. Ever a problem for highconcept films, Lesbian Vampire Killers fails to move on from
the initial idea, never enhancing on the silly plot.
Going some way to mask the frustrating Scandinavian tourists, Corden and Horne, however, boast easily enough charisma to carry the film, and are more than confident in first
major big screen appearances. Making the most of a script
surprisingly light on comedy, the pair can look forward to
being involved in bigger and better things in the future.
Lesbian Vampire Killers is sadly a concept film that struggles
to move beyond obvious concept. You’ll find a decent
amount of fun and some laughs along the way, but ultimately the one dimensional narrative struggle to hit home.

★★★★★
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REVIEWS

DUPLICITY

Directed by: Tony Gilroy Starring: Clive Owen, Julia Roberts, Tom
Wilkinson, Paul Giamatti, Kathleen Chalfant & Dan Daily
Studio: Laura Bickford Productions Distributor: Universal Pictures
Release: March 20

In an attempt to replicate old-style espionage movies, Duplicity marks Julia Roberts’ long-anticipated
return to the silver screen. Telling the story of former
CIA officer Claire Stenwick and her partner ex-MI6
agent Ray Koval, the pair attempt to out-con and
out-smart the corporate world. After infiltrating two
feuding companies racing to secure the rights to a
product that will change the world forever, the stakes
are high as Claire and Ray don’t only play the field
but each other.
Described by the film’s producers as a “screwball
comedy with the plot reversals of a classic caper”,
sadly you’ll find most of Duplicity’s laughs in the trailer
from a story that lacks pace. While the central distrust
between the two loved-up spies plays off for the majority of the film, don’t expect a film nearly as deep as
the narrative suggests with a love story that remains
flat and uninspired. The plot touches on some interesting issues but Duplicity is not the right kind of movie to
explore them in anywhere near enough detail, leaving the tension surface-bound and suspense somewhat empty.
For a self-acclaimed adventure story Duplicity sets
off to a very slow start. In fact, it takes one and a half
hours to put the ball through the hoop. Thankfully, the
end is worth every dragging minute.
Owen’s performance is disarming and it’s good to see
that he doesn’t take himself seriously all the time. The
on-screen chemistry between him and Roberts is a joy
to watch and the acting is very clean, very real, very
raw with plenty of eye-twinkling moments between
the two. Other characters don’t get enough screen
time to show their talent but Kathleen Chalfant, who
gets feuding company Omnikrom out of hairy situations as their “Jane-of-all-trades” Pam Frales, as well
as Tom Wilkinson, show moments of brilliance.
Neither the directing nor the camera work deserve
particular praise. Both are polished yet fail to produce
a sense of urgency until half way through the movie.
Director Tony Gilroy lets the audience run through a
maze, only to hit the wall several times before finally
getting them home. Paralleling the plot, he plays with
the audience.
Despite its faults, Duplicity does get the message
across. Roberts and Owen don’t miss a single beat, so
for acting fans at least, it’s a must-see.

★★★★★
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PAUL BLART:
MALL COP
Directed by: Steve Carr Starring: Kevin James, Keir O’Donnell, Jayma Mays,
Raini Rodriguez, Shirley Knight, Peter Gerety & Stephen Rannazzisi
Studio: Happy Madison Productions Distributor: Columbia Pictures
Release: Out now (USA) March 20 (UK)

Already a contender for sleeper hit of the year, from a $26m
budget Paul Blart: Mall Cop made over $135m in the American box office. Starring former TV star Kevin James as mall
cop Paul Blart, the security guard’s life was once destined for
a career in the force. Powering through police training before
passing out on the finishing line due to his hypoglycaemia,
Blart missed out on his dream job by whisker.
As security officer at his local mall, however, Blart still finds his
calling. Taking great pride in ensuring the staff and customers’
safety, when a bunch of thieves target the mall Blart takes it
upon himself to singlehandedly round-up the criminals and
save the day, but can one man really stop the high-tech
thieves?
Pleasingly devoid of the endless expletives that usually accompany similar comedies, the likeable hero instead drives
the film forward, proving to be a big step up for director Steve
Carr. With echoes of a Die Hard parody, James’ adaptation
to the action sequences, in between racing around on his
Segway, keeps the plot moving forward amid the crashes
and bands of the thieves’ confrontations.
While Paul Blart: Mall Cop doesn’t offer anything new it is an
ample addition to the comedy genre and after a mostly riproaring 91 minutes, you’ll understand how the film did so well
in America.

★★★★★
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MANHUNT

CHANGELING

Norwegian survival horror film that doesn’t offer
any real originality but still
thrills and shocks as much
as any good horror. Those
who don’t like excessive
gore, however, might find
Manhunt frustrating.

Based on a remarkable
true story about a woman
who’s missing son was
returned, only for it not to
be her son. Clint Eastwood
delivers another wonderfully compelling film, gripping until the last scene.

Film
★★★★★
Extras ★★★★★

QUANTUM OF
SOLACE

ZACK AND MIRI
MAKE A PORNO

Daniel Craig’s second
film as Bond doesn’t quite
stand up to Casino Royale
but sets the scene nicely
for organisation Quantum
to rule the franchise in
future films.

Riddled with debt, flatmates Zack and Miri, you
guessed it, make a porno
to relieve their economic
plight. More hit than miss
comedy from director
Kevin Smith.

Film
★★★★★
Extras ★★★★★

Film
★★★★★
Extras ★★★★★

Film
★★★★★
Extras ★★★★★

BODY OF LIES

WALTZ WITH BASHIR

WATCHMEN: THE COM-

TWILIGHT

Clever politically charged
thriller by Ridley Scott as
Leonardo DiCaprio follows
a lead on a major new
terrorist leader. Complicated at times but never
boring and with a thrilling
conclusion.

Breathtaking cell-shaded
animated documentary
about an ex-Israeli soldierrecalling his time in the
army but sadly the filmloses its edge toward the
end as the interviews drag
on a little too long.

The entire Watchmen
comics given basic animation from the original
artwork, though at almost
5 hours, even the excellent dialogue can struggle
at times.

Vampire entangled love
story that swiftly became
a teen sensation and for
good reason. Twilight can
hit the clichés at time,
but the acting is accomplished and the story will
keep you entertained.

Film
★★★★★
Extras ★★★★★

Film
★★★★★
Extras ★★★★★

Film
★★★★★
Extras ★★★★★

Film
★★★★★
Extras ★★★★★
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PLETE MOTION COMICS

COMPETITION

To celebrate the DVD release of Body of Lies on March 30th, we’re giving you the chance to win one of 3 copies
for yourself. To be in with a chance of winning, simply answer the following question:
In director Ridley Scott’s last film American Gangster who played drug smuggler Frank Lucas?
A. Mark Strong

B. Chiwetel Ejiofor

C. Denzel Washington

Email your answer to competitions@fanthefiremagazine.com. Deadline 04/04/09.
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ART

PIXEL
PLAY
ART AGATA NOWICKA

AGATANOWICKA.COM
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STYLE

(DON’T WORRY, IT’S NOT MISS. GELDOF)

PHOTOGRAPHY RENO RANGER MAKE-UP & HAIR HENRIKE KESSLER STYLING JENNIFER HAHN MODEL ALISON HAMILTON (MODEL TEAM)
33

NEXT MONTH

FAN THE FIRE #20
ONLINE APRIL 6TH
FANTHEFIREMAGAZINE.COM
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